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The painting has been placed in the 'ante camarín' of the Basilica, where Luis Amigó 
"officiated his first mass with the family after being ordained priest", as indicated to the AVAN 
agency Juan Antonio Vives, superior of the Luis Amigó Professional Schools of Godella, 
who highlighted "the great devotion that the religious professed, as Valencian, to the Mare 
de Déu", in whose coronation ceremony he participated as bishop of Segorbe, in 1923. 
Happy trip.

Basilica of theBasilica of the
 Virgin of the Helpless  Virgin of the Helpless 

We invite all members of the Amigonian Family to visit Valencia, 
Spain to visit this magnificent cathedral where a picture of the 
Valencian Bishop Fray Luis Amigó (Massamagrell, 1854-
Godella, 1934), founder of religious congregations of the 
Tertiaries Capuchins Religious and Capuchin Tertiaries Sisters 
has been installed, and blessed by the archbishop of Valencia, 
Monsignor Carlos Osoro.



Mexico, September 2017. Dear Amigonian Family. I am 
writing to tell you that a few days ago I had an accident. I 
was hit by a car and it went well, although, according to 
medical reports, I have been saved thanks to the 
protection I was receiving from Bishop Luis Amigó y 
Ferrer.

I always tell him that I ask God and the Blessed Mother for him to 
be put on the altars. I went to Massamagrell.  I thank you for 
everything that you have given me. What happened to me, 
doctors say, has been a miracle. A ball of blood has risen to the 
lung and I am applying heparin and 100 mg in the belly. Now they 
had lowered that to 80 mg. Others say I have hard bones. And I 
have told them that the saints that I have with me have saved me. 
Thank you Father Luis for your protection.

We invite all the 
communities to share 

their thanks and 
favors received 

through the 
intercession of Father 

Luis Amigó.
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Miracle received



This was the motto of the initiative of 
the Amigonians who last November 
held the traditional "Value life" race. 
This is a non-competitive race with a 3-
km route to raise awareness in society 
in general about the importance of 
prevention in the use of drugs.

Race for

Life
“100% sports, 

0% drugs” 
“100% sports, 

0% drugs” 
Each contest brings together hundreds of friends and neighbors of 
nearby towns who participate with the idea of doing sports, in a 
responsible and supportive way with those who suffer the scourge of 
drug addiction. 

The Amigonian Family actively participates in the organization, in the invitation, in the 
logistics, and how we were not also running. This occasion is perfect to promote a lifestyle 
free of addictions among our users and families. We are grateful from here for the work of all 
the volunteers who were dedicated to helping us make this day so special.

V E M Á S A L L Á
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It is an initiative of the Amigonians to raise 
awareness  o f  educa t iona l  and  
therapeutic experience in the field of drug 
addiction and to approach those who 
seek solutions to their problems with 
addictions.

All emerged from the experiences that are 
held in the different educational and 
reform centers run by the Capuchin 
Tertiary Sisters and Religious. 

The proposal is that the knowledge we 
have in these more than one hundred and 
thirty years of collective learning serves 
those who are experiencing difficult 
moments can benefit, the call is to 

 Amigonian Family

Observatory of 
Children ofChildren of

educators and specialists in different areas of our centers so that 
continue to systematize the daily practices that can be used for 
this purpose.

ACTIONCommunities in



- F o u r t e e n  r e l i g i o u s  o f  t h e  
Congregation of Tertiary Capuchin 
Religious received their habit on 
April 12, 1889.

- María de Montiel, Carmen de 
Alboraya and Angela de Pego 
received their profession of 
perpetual vows in the convent of 
La Magdalena on May 1, 1885.

- The first missionaries of the Congregation 
of Capuchin Tertiary Sisters were:  
Mother Visitation of Manises, Sr. Clara de 
Beniarjó, Sr. Purificación de Manises, Sr. 
Elana de Barranquilla.
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Did you know that...

Did you know that...

Amigonian Jubilee Year

The Luis Amigó Commission taking 
advantage of the celebration of the 25 years 
of being Venerable of the father Luis Amigó, 
wanted to highlight the most valuable 
elements of the Amigonian Pedagogy 
represented in his figure, devised and put 
into practice a procedure of educational 
intervention for children with serious risks of 
social, maladjustment with problems of 
adaptation to the regulated school system, 
and with this offered these children a chance 

to continue being educated, in spite of the difficulties that the environment imposed on them. 
Monsignor Luis Amigó, began in the XIX century a new philosophy in the world of young misfits, 
applying innovative methods and techniques for the time.

During the twenty-six years he served in the Episcopal Ministry published, among other writings, 
forty-eight pastoral exhortations. Of these, the first twelve appeared in Solsona (Lérida) (González 
and Vives, 1996: 103-176). directed to the clergy from 1907 to 1913; the rest in the Official Bulletin of 
Segorbe (Castellón) from 1913 to 1934 (Íbid: 181-408). The pastoral exhortations of Fr. Luis are an 
essential element to deepen their spiritual and intellectual thinking. We invite all members of the 
Amigonian Family to consult in greater detail these texts that give light for our daily work.


